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ABSTRACT 
 

The main reason of metals damage, pipelines, power equipment and armature breakdowns, occurring in single 
and two-phase flows of NPP secondary coolant circuit is flow-assisted corrosion (FAC). FAC is a physic-chemical 
process of forming and dissolving protective corrosion products on the metal surface with further transfer of them into 
the flow. Intensity of dissolved corrosion products transfer from division border oxide-liquid phase into flow kernel is 
determined first of all by mass transfer coefficient value. 

FAC damages impair the NPP safety, reliability and efficiency, causing significant economic wastes. At that, 
general flow-assisted corrosion (GFAC), which is characterized by moderate wear but wide occurrence in NPP secondary 
coolant circuit, is responsible mainly for the pipelines and equipment reliability reduce on the whole and efficiency 
lowering. Meanwhile local flow-assisted corrosion (LFAC) influences on NPP operation safety, since being the reason of 
local wall thinning and unexpected pipelines and power equipment breakdowns [1-3]. This paper describes the RAMEK 
(a software tool) usage for FAC modeling. 

 
FLOW-ASSISTED CORROSION MODELING 
 

Pipelines and power equipment flow-assisted corrosion damage is an urgent problem both for operating and 
designing NPP. In the first case, the goal is to prevent unexpected FAC failures and justify elements overhaul-period 
renewal. In the second case the problem is to increase pipelines and power equipment operational erosion-corrosion 
resistance at the design stage (i.e. operating life). 

Pipelines breakdowns due to FAC impact occurred on USA, Finland, Japan and other NPPs are well known over 
the world. Therefore several FAC software tools that have been developed in USA, France, Germany and other countries 
to estimate and predict FAC intensity (table 1) are actively and successfully used [4, 5].  

 
 

Table 1. Contemporary FAC software tools  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the basis of long-term investigations flow-assisted corrosion computational model (RAMEK) has been 

developed in Russia. RAMEK takes into account physic-chemical processes and regularities, allows estimating and 
predicting local FAC [1, 2, 6].  

Flow-assisted corrosion is realized in single- and two-phase (wet-steam) flows. There are great differences in the 
mechanisms by which they take place; the main ones are given in Fig. 1.  

With sufficient accuracy, we may assume that, in a single-phase water flow, the parameters determining the 
nature and the intensity of the corrosion factor (the pH, the electrical conductivity æ, the concentration of the oxygen, the 
iron-containing compounds, the alkalization additives, the impurities, etc.) slightly change over the section and along the 
channel. In other words, when modeling processes of metals FAC in single-phase water flow, it is quite possible to use 
the parameters values of the water chemistry averaged along the flow.   

Under conditions of a wet-steam flow, the mechanism of FAC is determined by local values of the physic-
chemical parameters and characteristics of corrosion processes (the pH, æ, etc.) and mass transfer (Refilm, Resteam,, etc) in 
the liquid film and in the two-phase boundary layer near the wall. 

As a consequence of the interphase redistribution of the gases and the impurities, the local values of the pH of 
the liquid film may considerably differ from the mean value of the pH for the flow (as a rule, they will be less); the 
method for calculating the coefficient of mass transfer of the corrosion impurities and the products of corrosion in the 
liquid film basically differs from the case of single-phase flow of water. 

NN Name Country In Use Application area 
1. CHECWORKS USA from 1995 Water, wet-steam 
2. COMSY Germany from 1998 Water, wet-steam 
3. BRT-CICERO France from 1994 Water, wet-steam 
4. RAMEK Russia from 2000 Water, wet-steam 
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Fig. 1. The features of metals FAC physic-chemical processes in single- and two-phase flows 
 
To illustrate RAMEK capabilities for analyzing LFAC zones formation a typical tee is represented (fig. 2). 

Numerical modeling proved that LFAC zone location depends on eddy formation parameters of single-phase (water) 
flow in A-A section. Vortex motion reduces (up to 70 %) pipeline flow section, hence accelerating water flow near the 
opposite wall. This effect governs the cause and zone of maximum flow-assisted corrosion intensity.  

Local flow-assisted corrosion maximum intensity zones formation in single-phase (water) flows differs 
fundamentally from that in wet-steam flows. In two-phase flows LFAC zone location is governed by mass-transfer 
intensification processes in liquid film (fig. 2), being accompanied by liquid film thickness growth and following liquid 
entrainment. At he same time, FAC may be accompanied by droplet impingement erosion (at the opposite tee wall) due 
to coarse moisture generation in wet-steam flow. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Peculiarities of maximum intensity local flow-assisted corrosion zones formation  
in single- and two-phase (wet-steam) flows  
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RAMEK APPLICATION FOR FAC MODELING 
 
RAMEK takes into account major parameters and criteria of FAC: both corrosion and erosion constituents, i.e. 

metals and corrosion products properties, water chemistry conditions, characteristics of single- and two-phase flows, 
determining mass-flow peculiarities in near-wall region and mass transfer coefficient value [1, 2]. 

The results of computational investigations of the wet-steam flow hydrodynamic parameters influence on the 
FAC intensity at 170oC are in line with the tendencies observed when conducting the experimental investigations (fig. 3). 
A growth in the FAC intensity in a wet-steam flow is noted when increasing the Reynolds number Resteam of the steam 
flow and Refilm of the liquid film. This process has a clearly expressed physical characteristic determined by processes of 
corrosion products mass transfer. The typical zones (I-III) of different FAC intensity, which are subdivided by the curves 
a-a and b-b, correspond to the typical liquid film flow conditions: laminar, turbulent and separated respectively. 

It was revealed, that the metals FAC at a high degree of wetness is less sensitive to a change in the steam phase 
flow conditions. This can be followed on the map of the FAC isolines from the increase in the distance between the 
corresponding lines of its intensity levels. The values of the investigated hydrodynamic parameters are found in the range 
from Refilm∈ (10, 200) to Resteam∈(104, 106), which corresponds to the real operating conditions of the working paths at 
TPSs and NPPs.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. A FAC-intensity values topogram of carbon steel as a function of the liquid film Reynolds number 
Refilm and the steam flow Reynolds number Resteam 

 
 
The gradation of the surface and the level lines of the FAC intensity in accordance with a scale enable us to 

clearly determine the most hazardous flow-assisted corrosion zones. 
On the surface of carbon steel FAC-intensity changes (fig. 3), symbols are placed that correspond to 

experimental values [7-9]. Here, the convergence of the calculated and the experimental data is within 20%; at low flow 
velocities, the difference is even smaller. 

To illustrate flow-assisted corrosion modeling using RAMEK, the FAC-intensity and predicted wall thickness 
topograms of the typical bypass pipe entrance length are presented in fig. 4. LFAC modeling is performed taking into 
account hydrodynamic flow peculiarities in complex shape channels, so as local zones of intensive mass-transfer 
determine LFAC zones location. 
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Fig. 4. Numerical modeling of FAC-intensity (A) and in-service wall thickness change (B) using RAMEK 
 
 
Fig. 5. demonstrates typical wall thickness change due to FAC impact in several bypass pipeline cross-sections 

(exposure time is about 15 years, working fluid is feed water).  
TPSs and NPPs pipelines and power equipment FAC damages analysis and numerical modeling results prove 

that LFAC intensity zone position in geometrically standard element may differ depending on hydrodynamic 
peculiarities, mostly determined by preceding water flow features [10]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Single phase water flow hydrodynamic influence on maximal LFAC intensity zone formation  
for bypass feed water pipe  
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Wall thinning is non-uniform along the perimeter of pipeline cross-sections, i.e. maximal LFAC intensity zone 
is formed at the side opposite to vortex. Numerical modeling, carried out for original channel geometry (dash-and-dot 
line in fig.6) determined maximal LFAC zone position and form with high accuracy. At the same time, considering real 
operation conditions makes it possible to take into account flow assisted corrosion intensity change and LFAC zone 
migration in time.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Peculiarities of FAC interaction between metal and water flow  
within RAMEK kinetic-migrational approach 

 
 
RAMEK implements kinetic-migrational approach to model LFAC: results of numerical modeling, approved by 

experimental data, prove change of maximal LFAC intensity local zones form and position in the process of NPP 
operation. 

Numerical model study shows maximal LFAC intensity zone shift and downstream enhancement in time from 
cross-section 2-2 to 2-2 “FAC” and 3-3 “FAC” (fig. 5), due to flow assisted corrosion impact on inner channel geometry 
change (smoothed entry edges and welded selvages, flow-channel diameter increase). 

One of the RAMEK special features is the possibility to consider the operating cycle of diverse metal damage 
mechanisms impact to predict pipelines and NPP power equipment walls thinning. In the majority of cases the reduction 
of metal thickness is the result of damage mechanisms combinations influence and dominance in different periods of 
NPP operation. 

Mathematical modeling of LFAC processes (RAMEK) allows to resolve urgent up-to-date problems (see fig. 7): 
• determination of maximum LFAC zones position in NPP pipelines and power equipment elements; 
• ensuring safe allowable valuable of FAC by way of elements design and operational conditions 
optimization; 
• design of power equipment groups and pipelines units with equal operational life, both at engineering, 
operating and overhaul-period renewal stages. 
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RAMEK AS THE BASIS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. RAMEK use for ensuring pipelines and power equipment of  
NPP secondary coolant circuit safe and reliable operation 

 
 

Handling the problem of NPP pipelines and equipment safe and reliable operation maintenance, diagnostic and 
repair works schedules optimization, demands keeping system-wide approach. Accordingly, “The comprehensive 
program of measures to prevent pipelines and power equipment breakdowns and increase operational erosion-corrosion 
resistance in NPP secondary coolant circuit” is implemented nowadays by the concern “Rosenergoatom”. The key 
feature of this program is the RAMEK usage [11]. RAMEK allows to determine local zones of maximal LFAC intensity, 
improve and update diagnostic operation schedule, optimize maintenance and repair works, create pipeline and 
equipment maps of operational status and FAC intensity, develop software systems to support NPP stuff’s decision 
making (see fig. 7). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. The concept of “The comprehensive program of measures to prevent pipelines and power equipment 
breakdowns and increase operational erosion-corrosion resistance in NPP secondary coolant circuit” realization 
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The concept of the comprehensive program realization involves software system to support NPP stuff’s decision 
making creation to fulfill normative technical documents improvements and control, diagnostics and repair operation 
optimization (fig. 8). 
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